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Route 140, Belmont 

PRIME COMMERCIAL LAND 

Great Development Location 
Located at Junction of Route 140 & Route 106 

New Dollar General Opening 2017 w/Shared Access Drive 
105+/- FT Frontage on Route 140 – 514 +/- FT Deep Lot 

1.762 Acres                                 $89,900 
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Weeks Commercial is pleased to present this excellent 
opportunity for the commercial investor. 
 
 105+/- FT frontage on high traffic Route 140 just off 
Route 106.  The proximity of this parcel makes it a prime 
location for most businesses – adjacent to the new Dollar 
General opening in 2017 for increased traffic flow.   1.762 
Acre parcel has shared access drive with Dollar General 
and a lot depth of 514+/- FT.  Zoning will allow for a 
variety of uses including home occupation, retail, bank, 
office, vehicle related, food service and light 
manufacturing uses. 
 
 This property is 10 minutes north of the popular NH 
Motor Speedway between Laconia, Concord and Interstate 
93, Exit 20 in Tilton. The property borders a local mini mall 
and includes neighbors such as a restaurant, Laundromat, 
pizza shop, and a real estate office. 
  

15 Gilmanton Road 
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Site Plan for New Dollar General 

1.762 Acre Parcel 

105 +/- FT Frontage on  
Route 140 

514 +/-  FT Deep 

Lot Continues 

Shared Access 
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Tax Map 
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Permitted Uses 
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